LE5™
BODY-WORN CAMERA

CONNECTED. CONFIDENT. CAPTURE THE STORY.

Every situation has a story, whether predictable or not. The LE5 body-worn camera leads the field in advancing camera technology and design so you can be confident of capturing the critical moments of those stories.

Connected with Bluetooth®, Wi-Fi and integrated CAS™ technology with holster-camera auto-activation, Safariland® VIEVU® and the LE5 set a new standard in wearable technology helping to safeguard officers’ safety, perspective, reputation and lives.

CAMERA FEATURES
- Bluetooth and Wi-Fi for in-field connectivity
- Integrated CAS technology for holster-camera auto-activation
- 12+ hours continuous recording
- Advanced optics including selectable field of view of 70, 95 or 120 degrees
- Covert mode alerts the wearer to the camera’s activities using vibration
- One-touch on/off slide switch
- Lightweight, weatherproof and impact-resistant

EVIDENCE MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS
Flexible digital evidence management with VIEVU® Solution™, a simple website interface for secure storage on the Microsoft Azure Government cloud, or VERIPATROL™, an on-site video management system.
- Meets FBI CJIS compliance standards
- Affordable and cost-effective data storage options
- Mobile applications for video download, addition of metadata and case information
- Secure sharing with unlimited system and non-system users
- Supported by full chain-of-custody reporting
## LE5™ TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

### CAMERA
- **Dimensions (without clip)**: 2.6” x 3.4” x 1.1” (65mm x 87mm x 29mm)
- **Weight (without clip)**: 4.9 oz
- **Internal Camera Raw Storage**: 64 GB (Non-Removable)
- **Internal Video Storage Capacity**: Up to 10 hrs at FHD, 25 hrs at HD, 50 hrs at SD*
- **Wireless Communication**: Wi-Fi, Bluetooth®, External Antenna (optional)

### VIDEO
- **Video Resolution**: 1920x1080 (FHD), 1280x720 (HD), or 848x480 (WVGA)
- **Recording Speed**: 30 Frames Per Second
- **Recording Format**: MPEG-4, H.264 Codec, AVI Container
- **Lens Field of View**: Selectable 70, 95, 120 Degrees
- **Pre/Post-Record**: Pre-Record Selectable up to 3 Minutes, Post-Record Selectable up to 1 Minute
- **Metadata**: Time, Date and Camera Serial Number Embedded on Video

### BATTERY
- **Type**: Lithium-Ion (Non-Removable)
- **Recording Life**: 12+ Hours*
- **Recharge Time from Empty**: 4 Hours*

### ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
- **Temperature**: – 4° F (– 20° C) to + 122° F (+ 50° C)
- **Waterproof**: IP66, Weatherproof, Non-Submersible with Antenna or Antenna Cap fitted
- **Drop Testing**: 10’ Onto Hard Surface

### VIEVU SOLUTION (HOSTED)
- **User & Admin Accounts**: Unlimited
- **Compliance**: Microsoft Azure Government CJIS Cloud
- **Platforms**: Desktop & Smartphone

* Environmental conditions and age may increase or decrease specification

Also compatible with all versions of VERIPATROL™, VIEVU Solution™ and VIEVU Solution Smartphone App.

Auto Redaction and CAD/RMS integration are an additional charge.

MD2™ docking station available.